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Dear All, 

 

ELO M-Series 1002L (10”) / 1502L (15”) LED Touch Monitor: 

 

  
Pole mount Table-top stand with NFC reader and MSR. 

 

The ELO M-Series 1002L widescreen LED touch monitor is a modern and stylish interactive solution for 

customer engagement at the point of sale. The sleek wide aspect ratio touchscreen features 

edge-to-edge glass with display area real estate to showcase engaging, memorable, and rewarding 

content. For environments where space is scarce, the 1002L is ideal as a POS terminal customer-facing 

display. Built to withstand the rigors of continuous public use, the 1002L is well suited for high use retail  

venues. The sleek, thin look pairs well with any modern POS system. 

 

The multiple mount and stand options ensure installation flexibility and accommodate tabletop use as 

well as wall- and pole-mount with standard VESA mount patterns. 

 

Optional: retail accessories include a Magnetic Stripe Reader (MSR), barcode scanner and Near Field 

Communication (NFC) adapter for mobile payments and increased compatibility with the latest point of 

sale applications. The accessories are easily installed by the user, providing an elegant, integrated 

solution and eliminating the need for external brackets or attachments. 

 

The 1002L and 1502L are offered with IntelliTouch Pro projected capacitive (PACP) touch technology in 

a zero-bezel design with ten touch interaction and an anti-glare surface. For applications not requiring 

interactivity, a non-touch 1002L model is available. 

 
Features: 

•Sleek and modern widescreen design with "built for touch" reliability. 

•Energy savings using LED technology. 

•10 touch projected capacitive (PCAP) touchscreen. 

•Edge-to-edge glass display with anti-glare for retail interiors. 

•Installation flexibility with mounting in portrait, landscape and table-top orientation. 

•Configurable with integrated retail accessories including Magnetic Stripe reader (MSR),  

   Barcode scanner and NFC for mobile payments. 

•Worldwide agency approvals and a 3-years’ standard warranty. 
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ELO i-Series 10i1 (10”) / 15i1 (15”) / 22i1 (22”) from 10 inches to 22 

inches.     Android LED Touch Monitor: 
 

  
Built-in Android version 4.4.2 Floor stand for i-Series 

 
The ELO I-Series interactive signage solution combines a commercial-grade touchscreen computer with 

cloud-based management software to deliver a brand experience at the shopper point of decision. Keep 

IT happy with wireless connections to separate and secure Wi-Fi or cellular networks. 

 

Stands: Available in 10-, 15- and 22-inch sizes, the I-Series can be flexibly mounted anywhere in stores,  

in portrait, landscape or table-top orientation using ELO wall, floor and tabletop mounting accessories. 

 

Accessories: The ELO I-Series interacts with shoppers through Bluetooth/BLE, NFC/RFID, magnetic 

strip reader, barcode scanner and other GPIO (General Purpose Analog I/O) accessories. 
 

ELOView™ cloud-connected software applications: deliver remote visibility, control and scheduling to 

make sure the interactive signage sees your top selling items and correlates with other analytics to 

enable real-time, targeted promotions. ELOView enables existing digital marketing content and mobile 

applications to be remotely distributed to I-Series devices in multiple locations via the cloud. ELO 

I-Series interactive signage can be controlled from a web browser to ensure consistent configuration 

and content. 
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ELO i-Series 10i1 (10”) / 15i1 (15”) / 22i1 (22”) from 10 inches to 22 

inches.     Android LED Touch Monitor: 
 
Features: 

•In-store interactive touchscreens that attract, engage and educate shoppers at the point of decision. 

•Leverage existing mobile applications and digital marketing content. 

•Optimize deployments with cloud-based configuration, monitoring and scheduling. 

•Unlock apps from the app store to integrate them with in-store point of purchase displays. 

•Perfect for self-serve interactive applications. 

•Professional-grade, all-in-one interactive digital signage designed for the rigors of public use. 

•Available in 10”, 15” or 22” sizes with high-performance computing and graphics, integrated IPS display, 

   and IntelliTouch®  Pro PCAP touchscreen. 

•ELOView™ management software applications for simple, secure and managed deployments . 

•Modern design with flexible mounting in portrait, landscape and table-top orientation. 

•2 years’ standard warranty. Optional extended warranty and advance replacement available in NA and 

   EMEA. 

 

 

 
For further details on our products, please feel free to contact us 

@ tel: 2543-4921, or via email to sales@touchscreen.com.hk  
Marketing Department: Website: http://www.touchscreen.com.hk  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

If you want to unsubscribe to our newsletter, please inform us by a return email!  
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